Turf Underlayments:
You get what you pay for.
With the growth of shock pads being used under synthetic turf, there have been a lot of new products rushed
to market. Many of them boast “As good as Brock but cheaper.” But don’t be fooled.
Brock is still the only company that offers performance base systems that will give you long term safety,
drainage, and sustainability, backed by the best warranty and service in the business, and made right here
in America.
Brock International remains committed to setting the highest standard in the industry and providing the
best value to our clients.
Sure there are cheaper products, but beware. There are risks that far outweigh today’s cost savings. And don’t
get left with a problem without a company to stand behind it. We have seem them come and go, but Brock
remains the unmatched standard in the industry and worth every penny.

The hidden costs of
cheap underlayments
Surface area and bearing load are critical.
Weight on the surface can cause drain mat
to sink into the subgrade. This field had to
be replaced.

You get what you pay for.
Thermal expansion between rolls of recycled PE foam
caused turf to tear and fail. Field had to be replaced.
Poor thickness tolerance of recycled PE foam panels causes
wavy lines on field and an uneven playing surface.
Lack of friction between the turf and an imported recycled
PE foam panel product caused the lines of the field to slip.
Field had to be re-installed.

Dimpled plastic drain mats show patterns through turf and
crush under maintenance vehicle loads.

You get what you pay for.
E-layers eventually break down and crumble, sometimes in
as little as 8 years. The process to remove and dispose of the
e-layer is not only very costly but also very destructive to
the underlying base, which also requires a significant
expenditure to repair. E-layers are not recyclable and the
material must be landfilled.

You get what you pay for.
Thermal expansion exceeded tolerance of plastic tile, causing
them to separate and ripple the turf.

Beware of recycling claims by already recycled products,
and scouring of base with wide channels. Shock pads
made from post industrial cross-link polyethylene foam shock
pads are not recyclable due to the chemical nature of the
foam, and the high cost of transport and energy for melting.
The next destination for these products is a U.S. landfill, or
an incinerator.

The best value for your money.
Your field is only as good as the base it’s built on. Brock is the
only performance base system that has proven itself even
at NCAA and NFL levels. Don’t risk your field, because when
something goes wrong underneath the turf, the costs far
outweigh any initial “savings.”

